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!I6 Abritoct  
1 This document reports on the results of an experimental study 
I conflucted to determine the peometric and radiometric effects 
1 of dogble resampling ("bi-resamplin~*') perfomed on image data 
j in the process of performing map projection transformations. 
i 
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PREFACE 
Thtn document reports on the results of an experimental study 
conducted to determine the geometric and radiometric effects of 
double resampling ("bi-resampling") performed on dig i ta l  images in the 
precess of performing map projection transformations. 
The technical support provided by Mr. Bernard Peavey o f  NASA-GSFC 
in the course of t h i s  study is g r a t e f u l l y  acknowledged. 
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Data Study nerformerl by Il;:! fo r  t h e  Goddard Space F l i g h t  ::enter under 
c o n t r w t  VAS'i-23709. 
1.1 Qvervjew 
The purnose of t h i s  stuc'y i s  t a  determine t h e  rarliometYic 
and geometric e f f e c t s  caused bv the double resampling of an image. A 
double rcsmnled ( bi-resampled ) image i n  t h i s  experiment i s  an image 
created hv first resamDling r a w ,  uncorrected data i n t o  a Tlniversal 
Transverse ' .fcrcator (U'i"4) nrc j ec t ion ,  and ther, resamnline; this UTM 
imaee i n t o  e Tmbcrt Conformal Conic project io;  . T h i s  image i s  then 
niihJccted t o  var ious compwative analyses w i t h  respect  t o  s ing ly  
repmplerl j.map;ery which WRS created by resamplinR t h e  r a w  data d i r e c t l y  
into the  Lambert proje?t ion.  The two scenes considered i n  t h i s  study are 
1) bane 5 of  
2 )  lands It 
scene E-1080-15192 ( s, ChesapeRke scene ), and 
.rough 7 of a subimwe of scene E-2183-16433 
coveriny, a LACIE ilLc.et. ,\-e t ra ininq,  P i t e .  
'I'hese scenes a r e  dcsiEnated as scene A and scene B,  respeccivelg,  
throunhout t h i s  r e p o r t .  
mhe accuracy of t h e  maDping funct ions used i n  t h e  resampling 
nrtvm:;, ?or hoth t h r  sinqly and doubly resampled imap;ery, i s  discussed 
i*, f e c t i o n  2. F'ection 3 presents  the r e s u l t s  obtained i n  t h e  measurements 
of t h e  r e g i s t r a t i o n  accuracy between t h e  two vers ions of scene A. 
Various quantit!tt.ive measures of t h e  radiometric degradation due 
t o  t h e  bi-repmolina are discussed i n  Sect.ion h .  The fical sec t inn  
discrrss , t he  r e s u l t s  obtained for c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  process!ng of 
t h e  twr.  rsions of scene 3. 
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1.2 !3umtnuy of Reeulta U L i . ~ A L  l~.ib,. i> I -tli 
The reeulte obtained in this study ere suunnarizdl by the 
following items: 
a) The misregietration of the two versions of scene A was 
found to be bounded by 0.29 pixels (the pixel spacing is 50.8 
meters), ~d for the two versions of scene B the misregistration 
bound was 0.20 pixels. These are gross misregistrati~m bounds. 
b) IBM's correlation program we8 applied to 9 widely 
distributed features in scene A,  and the maximum mieregistration 
of any of these features was found to be less than 0.1 pixel. 
The progrom was also epplied to 19 clustered features. The registration 
results obtained show random mieregistration errors. 
c) Radimetric differences on a pixel-by-pixel basis were 
found to be mall. Difference imagery, radiometrically stretched 
fer photographic recording, exhibits differences primarily along 
sharp edges, such ae land-water interfacee and airport runways. 
Coneiderfng all bands of both scenes, roughly 97$ of the pixel 
values in t h e  hi-reeampled imagery differed by less than 1 count 
from the corresponding values in the singly resampled imagery. 
d) Edges were degraded slightly in the bl-resampling procees. 
The bi-resampled data displayed "overshootn on zdges, similar to 
the Gibb'e phenomenon of Fourger series at a discontinuity. No 
noticeable spreading of edges was observed. 
e)  '.he classification results obtained for the two versions 
of sceno 13 were essentially the same. Cleeeification accuracy, 
1-2 
t 
with respect t o  ground truth data, is insensitive t o  the  si- 
or doubly rateampled nature of the  kts clarsl i ied.  The largest 
discrepancy observed i n  the  meed proportion estimetes obtained 
tram the two data sets wee 1.1%. 
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7:Fctfon 2 :.lapping Functionr 
..s 
IEl chose to resample, or project, the uncorrected scenes and 
the UTLT scenes to the Lambert Confomd. Conic (LCC) proJection. The 
resmnlinp; task requires an inverse mapping function which maps pixels in 
the LCC inage space to pixe ls  in the input imqe space, which in this 
study URS either the uncorrected image space or the UTM image space. These 
inverse napping functions are denoted by C,, which maps the LCC image 
mace to the UTM imqe space, and H, which maps the LCC inage space to 
the uncorrected data. The function C. is the inverse mappin,- M c t i o n  for 
the hi-resmnli3p. process, and the Punction fi is the mapping function for 
the Pinqla resamplinE process. 
These functions were developed as a series of transformations 
ana are illustrated in Figure 2-1. The function G is thsmathematical 
comoosition of the following transformations: 
9) T1-', a rotation and scale change which transforms pixels in the 
TRC imwe mace to (x ,v)  coordinates in LCC space, 
b) TI,A'fW???T, which mm.m (x,y) coordinates in LCC space to Reodetic 
latitude and lonEitu3e coordinates. Details of this transformation and 
its inverse transformation, LAMBERT, are provided in the appendix. 
c )  IJLL, which m a w  Keodetic latitude and lonqitude to the UTf.I 
Coordinates of northinF: Rnd eastinu. This transformation was provided 
hv an APT, version of the equations employed by IEM in correctinl! imagery 
to the :rl?d proJection. 
d )  T2, R translation, rotation and scale change which maps UTM 
northing and eriat.inT to IVY imwe coordinates. 
The manninc "unction Ii is the composition of the above function G with F, 
E. 
2-1 
H = FOP, 
where F represents the inverse mapping tunction used in the original 
procluction of the UTM imaqe. For scene 1080-15192, F is a pair of bivariate, 
414th order polynomials. For the LACIE intensive training site, F is a pair 
04 hjvariate, second order polynomials. The UTM imege of the L A C E  site 
was not available, find so a region f * the uncorrected image, consisting of 
approximately 400x400 samples, was resampled to create an UTM image of 
th3s area. The image eize was chosen so that imaEe edge effects would 
not be encountered in the eubsequent resampling to LCC space. %e explicit 
mappinR tunction used in the original creation of the UT54 image of scene B 
WRS not used to create this UTM subimage. Instead, a polynomial approximation 
to this explicit mapplw function was developed by the method of least 
squares over a region containing Hand County and the LACIE site. 
At this point it shouid be noted that If the functions G and H 
weye used for mappinq all imwe coordinates in the resampling program, 
there would he no reciatration error between the singly and doubly 
resmnled imaaes. However, it is impractical to specify G and H explicitly 
in the resampling program because of their computational complexity. 
Instead, the Drocedure used is to develop a pair of bivariate polynomials 
to annroximate these mapping functions, and a r e w a r  grid as an interpolation 
net over the imape. The resampling logic uses the polynomials to map the grid 
noints and biljnear interpolation to map other image points. This introduces 
peometric errors which can be characterized as either errors due to the 
nalvnomi~l Rproximatlon (E) or errors due to the bilinear approximation 
of t h e  polynomial Rt off-Rrid points (EB). Rounds for these errors in the 
resmplinp: performed in this study Fire presented in Table 2-1. The errors 
are expressed as A fraction of the 50.8 meter pixel spacing. For scene B, 
2-2 
which was mall, polynomial ~pproximatlons were not u6cd. In this ca8e the 
mappfrur: wae provided explicitly. In Tnble 2-1, the notation "LCC(uTM)" 
rr.Cers to the resamplinq to the LCC imwe from the UTM image and "LCC(11)" 
..&ere to resampling to the LCC image from the uncorracted image. Generally, 
the errors In the table are pessimistic, since the errors are probably 
not additive, and the bounds are only approached near the corners of the 
jmage. 
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E(pixe1a) %(pixelm 1 Grid Spacing 
Scene A. UTt4 proJection 0.01 0.06 100 pixels 
LCC (IFPI) pro J ect ion 0.00 0.00 200 pixels 
LCC ( 11 ) prod ect ion 0.01 0.19 200 pixels 
Total misregiatration bound 0.02 0.25 
Maxirmrm Mi sreRi stration 0.27 pixel 
Scene B, UTM projection ‘PA 0.10 lines 
CA sexples 
pixels 
LCC(II 1 projection 14A 0.10 cuU pixels 
LCC (UTM) pro J ect ion HA 0.00 
Total misregistration error NA 0.20 
Yaximun Misregistration 0.20 pixel 
Note: LCC(T1) - Lambert derived directly from raw data. 
LCC(UTM) - Lambert derived from UTM image. 
Table 2-1. ReRistration Error Bounds 
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Yisregistration was investigated with IBM's control point 
correletion algorithm. Nine features widely distributed over scene A, and 
19 clobely clustered features in the Camp Hill reRion were chosen. The 
locations o f  these features arc indicated in  Figure 3-1, and the 9 widely 
distributed features from the singly and doubly resampled images are 
Dreaented in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. In the latter fiCJures, the features have 
been enlarged to a scale of approximately 1:50000. Shadeprints of the 9 
features are DPOVided in Figure 3-4. 
The correlation program's registration results are given in 
Tables 3-1 and 3-2. In these tables, line and sample misregistration are 
given I n  units of the 50.8 meter output pixel spacing, and are designated as 
Ax and Ay, respectively. The worst case line and sample misreglstration 
WBS found to be Ax = 0.07 and Ay = 0.07. The measured standard deviation of 
the misreRistration in the cluster area suggest that the errors are random, 
aesuminp; the error function to be slowly varying. Included in these 
misreaistration errors are the estimation errors inherent in the correlation 
proRram. To estimate these errors, fhe algorithm was applied to the singly 
resampled scene alone. The resulting; autocorrelation errors, which are 
purely a1p;orithm estimation errors, are: 
Mean Ax Mean Ay Std Dev Ax Std Dev Ay 
Cluster Region 0.002 -0.001 0.01 0.02 
(1.0 features) 
Distributed Features 0.002 -0 003 
(9 features) 
These results indicate that the mlsregistratiou results in Tables 3-1 and 
3-1 
3-2 are of the B e m e  order of magnitude as the correlation estimation errors. 
In hoth caaea, the errore art nealigably small. These control point results 
arc well within the b ;  t~Aously developed bounds on mlsreglstration (Section 2 ) .  
- 
3-2 
Feature 
mean 
Line Mi sregistrat ion 
Ax (pixels) 
0.02 
0.03 
0.03 
-0.01 
-0.04 
0.00 
-0.01 
0.00 
0.05 
0.008 
Sample 3fisregistration 
AY (pixels) 
0.07 
-0.03 
C.04 
-0.05 
-0.05 
0.01 
0.00 
0.c2 
0.01 
0.002 
Table 3-1. Measured Mlsreglstration Errors for Nine Widely Distributed 
Faaturee in Zcene E-1080-15192 
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Ir 
C 1 u 9 t er Line Vlsrcplstration Sample !flls~e~istretlon 
Feature AX ( p i x e l s )  Ay (p ixe la)  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
‘I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
11 
15 
1€ 
17 
18 
mean 
- 
std dcv 
0.00 
-0.06 
0.03 
0.05 
0.07 
0.05 
-0.02 
-0.01 
0.05 
0.00 
u.c4 
-0 OS 
0.01 
-0.03 
-0.03 
0.01 
-0.01 
0.03 
-0.02 
0. ooc 
0.34 
0.01 
0.00 
-0.02 
0.02 
-0.04 
-0.03 
-0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.00 
-0.05 
-0.03 
0.02 
-0.04 
0.02 
-0.03 
0.02 
0.00 
0.06 
-0.  O O h  
0.03 
‘%He 3-2. ??easured ‘!isreEistration Yrrors for 13 Clustered Features 
in the  Camp H i l l  Region of Scene E-1080-15192. 
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This figure is  a photograph contained 
in the pocket at the back of th i s  report. 
Fip.ure 3-1. Feature Location, Cluster Region, and High, Medium and 
Low Frequency Regions of Scene E-1080-.15192 
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This figure ie a photograph contained 
i n  the pocket at the back of th i s  report. 
FiRure 3-2. Nine Features from the Singly Resmpled Image of 
Scene E-1080-15192. 
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* 
This fiwre I s  a photograph contained 
in the pocket at the back af this report. 
F i a r e  3-3.  Nine peat ires from the Doubly R e s a p l e d  Image of 
Scene E-1080- 5192 
3-7 









Section 4. Radiometric Degradation 
Visually, there appears to be little degradation of the 
bi-resampled image of scene A.  The singly resampled image and the 
docblj resampled image are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, 
respectively. A visual image of the radiometric differences was 
produced by subtracting the bi-resampled image f rom the singly 
resempled image, adding a bias, and exaggeratiw the radiometric 
scale. This difference i m q e  is shown in Figure b-3. Keeping in 
mind the fact that these differences are slight, several cormtents 
can be made regarding the difference image. First, one can see i n  
the difference imge the land outlines and features with sharp 
edges, such 8s * rports. Second, the overall image tends to a 
uniform gray, indicating that there are no gross geometric distortions 
in the registration of the two imges. Sharp edges stand out in 
the difference imaKe dae to the "overshoot" of the cubic 
convolution algorithm employed in the resampling process. This 
characteristic of the cubic convolution algorithm is discussed 
in more detail later in this section. 
Quantitative measures of the effects of double resampling 
were obtained through histograms of the difference Image, histograms 
and statistical evaluation of corresponding subimages from each 
of the reBRmpled images, and power spectra analyses of these 
corresponding subimages. 
a) A quantitative measure of the radiometric differences is 
provided in the histograms of the difference images and the two 
4-1 
imaqes each of scenes A and B, Figures 4-4 through 4-9. In Figure 
4-9, the histogram of the difference image of the interior region 
of scene A ,  97% of all pixels have count differences of at most 
one count. 
Two commects need to be made at this point regarding the 
UTM image of scene A,  from which the bi-resampled image w&s created. 
First, the cubic convolution algorithm had a round-off error at 
the time the UTM image was produced. The effect of this problem 
is that the average count in the UTM image I s  0.5 count lower 
than the average count in the raw, uncorrected data. This is 
supported by the histogram (Figure 4-6) which ehows the average 
count of the difference image to be 140.5. Since the bias added 
to the difference image wan 140, this Implies that the singly 
resampled image has an average count 0.5 greater than the 
bi-resampled image, the co%t loss in the UTM image having been 
carried over to the bi-resampled image. Second, the UTM image did 
not have a sufficiently large border to eliminate "edge problems" 
when resampling to produce the bi-resampled image. The edge 
problem has the effect of spreading the histogram of the difference 
I 
image. To eliminate the edge problem effect on the histogram, the 
interior region of the difference image was histogrsmmed, and is 
shown in F i w e  4-9. This figure shows the elimination of the 
tails of the histogram in Figure 4-6. Neither of the above two 
problems apply to scene B. 
b) Three regions of each scene were selected on the basis 
4-2 
of their relatively high, medium, and low spatial frequency 
charecteristics. Aratae relected in scene A are boxed in. Figure 
3-1, and histograme of each area for the singly and doubly 
resampled image8 are provided in Fi-res 4-10 and 4-11. A 
shadeprint of band 5 of Bcene B is given in Figure 4-12, and the 
areas selected In this scene are shown in Figure 4-13. 
Radiometric averages and standard deviations were computed 
and plotted as a function of area size for the three regions from 
the sinaly and doubly resampled images. The various areas used 
in the computation are centered In their respective re&ions. Plots 
of these for scene A and the four bands of scene B are presented 
in Ffgures 4-14 through 4-18. In general the differences tend to 
be fractions of a count and are greater in the amall areas 
(e .R.  2x2) where the calculations are more sensitive to individual 
pixel differences. One except49n is in the high frequency reRion 
of scene B, band 5. This plot shows a higher standard deviation 
in the bi-resampled image. The nested square areaB for which the 
mean and standard deviation are computed are centered on a sharp 
edge in the high frequency region. The greater standard deviation 
of the bi-resampled image is a manifestation of the overshoot of 
the cubic convolution algL-ithm when processing across an edge. 
An evaluation of this edge overshoot problem is presented in 
parapaph d) below. 
c) One-dimensional power spectra of scerre A were computed 
for the three regions, both in the vertical and the 
directions. An 128-point Discrete Fourier Transform 
employed in the calculhtion of the spectrw of each 
horizontal 
(DFT) was 
line. Spectra 
4-3 
of 50 contiguous iines were averaged by frequency in each of the 
regions. These averaged, or smoothed, spectra for the singly and 
doubly resampled images ?.n a11 three regions, plus the absolute 
difference of the aingly and doubly resampled image spectra are 
prestnteG in F i w e s  4-19 through 4-36. In the computation of the 
spectra, the DC term was removed prior to the transform computation. 
The power spectrum response of the single and double 
resampling process is shown in Figure 4-37. The Creguency response 
of the bi-resampling is simply the convolution of the single 
resamplinq response with itself. These curves suggest that, relative 
to the single resampling procebs, bi-resampling boosts the lower 
frequencies and attenuates t.ie higher frequencies, with a crossover 
point of 0.29 cycles/sample. [In the Figw 3 4-19 through 4-36, this 
crossover frequency corresponds to I = 37. For the high and medium 
frequency regions, and for both the horizontal and vertical spectra, 
the power spectra curves show this behavior. Crossover frequencies 
for these four cases are: 
Region Crossover 
high frequency ,horizontal 37 
high frequency,vertical 43 
medium irequency,horizontal 41 
medium frequency,vertical 45 
The deviations of t h e  actual crossover points from the theoretical 
cro8sover points can be attributed to errors in estimating and 
smoothing the frequency response of the digital data, plus dlecretization 
errors in the radiometric count computed for each pixel in the 
4-4 
nlnfllc? and double reamplin process. The low frequency region8 
do not exhibit this eeneral behavior. T h i s  l r  probably due to the 
computational errors, In the power spectrum estimaticn process, 
beinf! larp,er than the actual energy present in the hiuher 
frequencies. 
d) The process of bi-resampllnp prkarily degrades edges. 
This is due to the sippreEslon of the high frequency energy content 
in edges bv the cubic convolution algorithm, as discussed above ir. 
e). This effect mnnifects itself as edge overshoot In the 
bi-resampled imaRery. Several examples ai this phenomenon are 
Elven in FiEures u-38 through 4-41. These figures compare the 
radmetric values of the singly resaqled Imagery with those of 
the bl-resampled imagery along either a vertical or a horizontal 
line which crosses a sharp edge. Also included In these f!gu?es 
is the “nearest neiEhbor” resampled raw data. (The rab 3ata is not 
concruent to the r sampled data aiid is provided only as 8. &de to 
the genela1 shape of the uncorrupted data. However, In Figure 4-38, 
the raw data line deviates lees than 0.04 pixel from the 
resampled lines.) The first three figures cross an edge in the 
h1Rh freauency region of Hand County. The last figure crosses tin 
edRe contalninp: a bright spot of a runway of hlles Airport. 
These fimrte also show that there is no noticeable spreading of 
the edges due to the high frequency enera loss in the 
bi-resampled data. It should be m?mphasized heie that the 
demsdations. although measureable, are still slight and 
probably ignorable f o r  most applicatlons. 
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This P i p e  is  a photograph contained 
in  the pocket at the back of t h i s  report. 
F iwre  4-1. Scene E-1080-15192, Singly Resampled Image 
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This t i w e  is a photograph contained 
i n  the pocket at the  back of th i s  report. 
Pjaure b-?.  Scene E-1080-15192, Doubly Resampled Image 
This f i w e  is a photopaph contained 
in the pocket at  the back of this  report. 
Fimre 4-3.  Scene E-1080-151p2, Difference Tmae 
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Figure 4-26 Horizontal Spectrum, Low Frequency Region, 
Doubly Rerampled Image of Scene E-1080-15192 
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Figure 4-27 Absolute Difference of Horizontal Spectra, 
Low Frequency Region, Scene E-1080-15192 
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Figure 4-28 Verticel Spectrum, High Frequ8ncy Region, 
Singly Relrampled Image of Scene E-1080-15192 
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Figure 4-29 Vertical Spectrum, High Frequency Region, 
Doubly Rerampled Image of Scene E-1080-15192 
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Figure 4-32 Vertickl Spectrim, Medium Frequency Region. 
Doubly Resexpled huge of Scene E-ln9fJ-I 5192 
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Figure 4-38. Edge Effect6 of Bi-resampling, Hand County, Band 5, 
High Frequency Region 
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Figure 4-39. Edge Effect6 of Bi-resampling, Hand County, Band 5 ,  
High Frequency Region 
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Figure 4-40. Edge Effects of Bi-resa~npling, Haaa County, Band 5 ,  
High Frequency Region 
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Figure 4-41. Edge Effects of Bi-resampling, Scene E-1080-15192, 
Dulles Airport Region 
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!;ectlnn 5 .  Clmneificatlon Reeultn 
This section discusses the results obtained in a comparison 
studv of the two resampled Landsat data sets of scene R ( !!and County, 
South Dakota ) over the LACIF: Intensive Study Site. The imaRe comparison 
WRB based on three analysis applications in IBM's Earth Resources Labortory 
(RRL) : classification, image differencing, and bivariate histograming. 
The training and test fields used in classification and bivariate 
hlRtomvwnninR were checked aRainst the mound truth data to identify the 
mound cover. The Graining fields were grouped into the PollowinR classes: 
pasture, gra~s, oats, corn, and spring wheat. In this diecussion of! 
classification, channels 1 to 4 refer to bands 4 to 7 of the siwly 
resampled version of scene B, and channels 5 to 8 refer to bands 4 to 7 
o f  the doublv resamled version. 
5eparate classification processing using the maximum liklihood 
method was performed on each of the two images for the defined test and 
training fields. Two classification summaries were generated for each imaAe, 
one with 8 09 threshold and one with a 1% threshold for the trainin8 
and test fields. These 0% and 1% thresholds refer to the chi-squared 
test. Assuminp. the class stetistics to be multivariate normal, the 1% 
threshold, for examole, means that the probability of a sample belonging 
to a class having a quadratic form value greater than chi-squared( .01,4) 
is 0.01. 
The areal proportion estimate of each ground cover cateqory 
f s  comnuted nn a function of the proportion of pixels assigned to the 
Fraund cover cJass. mhe 1% threshold results Indicated that 5.4% of the 
pixels were unclassified for the singly resampled image and 5.5% of the 
pixels were 1lnclRseified for the doubly resampled image. 
5-1 
l'hc areal proportion estlmatce from the classification summaries show 
that the two images correlate well with eround truth data. 
e 
AREAL PROPORTION ESTIMATE ( % I  
IMAGE CORN OATS PASTI SPRING 
GRASSES WIIEAT 
PinRlc Resmled 
0% thresh. 7.3% 6.86 80.09 5.1% 
1% thresh. 6.8% 5.6% 77.3% 4.8% 
Dout le Resampled 
0% thresh. ' I  .5% 6.77 79.8% 5 .a% 
1% thresh. 7 -1% 5.5% 76.2% 5.0% 
Wound Truth ?lap 8.06% 6.472 81.23% 4 24% 
t 
I 
The results were derived from the classification of the ground truth 
test data. 
The bivariate histograms of the input data, Figures 5-1 through 
5-14, show the variation8 in the values assigned to a given pixel by the 
resamplina mocedures. For example, in Figure 5-2 it can be seen that 
the pixels which were assigned a value of 29 for channel 2 ( band 5 in 
the sinrtly resampled image were assigned values ranging from 25 to 32 
in channel 6 ( band 5 in the doubly resampled image 1, and pixels which 
were assigned a value of 29 in channel 6 were assigned values ranging 
from 27 to 34 in channel 2. There are 36 unique symbols (~,1,2,.-.,9,A, 
B,C, ..., Y , Z )  used in the bivariate plot, with the later symbols in the 
w?cIuence indicatlne a greater density than the earlier symbols. 
Inspection of the various bivariate plots shows that these high-density 
.I, 
symbols are distributed alonR the diagonal of the plots, indicating that 
5-2 
t h e  hulk o f  the pixels in the einuly and doubly resampled images have 
t h e  A ~ C  value in both irnt-qen. 
c 
%en the input channels are differenced and the difference 
images displayed ( F i w e s  5-5 to 5-8 1, no clear field boundaries or 
field structure is seen, which suggests that the pixels with different 
values in the two images are not related to the field structure. 
With the particular training fields defined in this study, 
the sinale resampled image classification results were closer to the 
mound truth data for three of the four classes. However, these differences 
in the classification results are slight, and are within the accuracy 
limits of the classification alRorithm. Therefore, the classification 
results indicate no clea. preference for singly or eoubly resampled data. 
The bivariate histogram for the two classification maps 
( Fiwre >-lo ), with channel one containing the singly resampled result 
ana channel two containing the doubly resamplea result, shows that 
WProximatelY 27UUU Pixels, Out Of 8 t e t d  Of 30248, were clsooified 
the same in the two imaces. These numbers can be derived Prom the symbols 
on the diagonal. Therefore, approximately 11% of the pixels were classified 
differently for the two images. 
The classification difference map in Figure 5-9 shows the 
ditfcrinp; pixel Eround cover assignments in the non-white areas. The 
white Rreas represent areas where the pixel values in the maps agreed. 
This map shows that the differences are scattered across the image, and 
do not appear to fall on field boundaries or within specific fields. 
In conclusion,it can be said that: 
The positioning of the pixels vhich differ appears to be random 
and not associ~ted with field boundaries for both the imagery 
5-3 
and the claesification maps 
The claeeification results show no basis for concluding that one 
rr,mnpling procedure produces significantly less accurate 
'c lassif icat ion results than the other. - 
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Figure 5-7. Pixel  Differences, Channels 3 and 7 
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Figure 3-8. Pixel  Differences, Channels 4 and 8 
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APPENDIX 
A. Zqdationl for projectinp to the Lambert Conformal Conic Space 
%- equations mapping aoints on the earth’s surface expressed in 
Reodetic latitude end longitude to the Lambert Conformal Conic ( L C C )  
projection are presented here. 
A spheroidal earth model is assumed with semimajor and semiminor axes 
a - 6378165 
Basic parameters of the ellipse are the eccentricity, e, defined by 
and the principal radius of normal curvature, IV, at latitude 4, 
def ined by 
8 
ncf) -/rxG&- 
Let t1 end t2 denote the two standard parallels of the projection. 
Let to = ( 
respectively, of the origin in the LCC space. The mapping functions 
+ o2 )/2 and A. denote the latitude and longitude, 
A-1 
relationships. 
2. Equations for mapping points f'rnn the LCC proJectfon t o  geodettic 
latitude an8 longitude in the northern latituba. 
For latitude, it is necessary t o  ao3ve 
for 6. This equation does not have R Closed form solution. Therefore, 
813 iterative procedure ( Rcwton-Raphson Method ) is used. 
Initially, 
terth and then the Newton-Raphson Method is applied t o  the pmmeter 
Is 6et t o  8 latitude correegoading t o  a spherical 
i 
A-2 
t here 
fn th is  method, the latitude is updated according to 
It is c h a r  thet finding a aero for the fbnction F I 6  equivalent to 
tN converging t o  b. 
A-3 
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Figure A-1, Geometry of Lambert Conformal Conic Projection 






